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THE WRITE OF WAY
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
We are excited to enter
the New Year and to
expand on the successes
that we enjoyed in 2015.
Our crews throughout BC,
Alberta and Manitoba had

SURERUS MURPHY
JOINT VENTURE
The Surerus Murphy Joint Venture (SMJV) brings together two leading
pipeline construction companies: Surerus Pipeline Inc., (Surerus)
headquartered in Fort St. John, BC and J. Murphy and Sons Ltd.
headquartered in London, United Kingdom. Together the two
companies combine over 100 years of pipeline construction heritage.

zero lost time incidents,
Recordable

The fully integrated joint venture benefits from alignment of

Incident Frequency was

complimentary company values and commitments to the delivery of

the lowest in four years

unrivalled performance in Quality, Health, Safety and Environment.

our
Brian Surerus,
President, Surerus Pipeline Inc.

Total

These commitments have ensured that both companies maintain an
and we have worked in excess of 1.5 million consecutive man-

impressive track record of delivering complex construction projects

hours without a lost time incident. This could not have been done

across Canada, Europe, Australia, and the Middle East.

without the efforts of our dedicated management, staff,
An alignment of core values between both family operated companies

supervisors and field construction teams.

ensures the strength and long-term partnership between of the joint
In 2015 we formally established Surerus Murphy Joint Venture,

venture. Quality, trust and assured delivery in a safe environment

moved our Calgary office to a larger location and successfully

reflects the success of their operations.

completed projects for Encana and Pembina pipelines. Late in
2015, crews commenced the Cenovus Twinning Project where
we are using automated welding for dual NPS 16 pipelines, one

INTRODUCING SMJV’S PRESIDENT

of the first times this system has been used in Canada on mid-

Last April, my family and I relocated to Calgary from London, UK, after

inch pipe.

my appointment as President of SMJV. This move was really exciting
for me, not only because I can now combine my two passions in life:

This year brings us more pipeline activity than ever before with
projects to commence with Spectra Energy and Pembina

pipelines and snowboarding, but because of the fantastic opportunities
that are available to the joint venture over the coming years.

Pipelines along with major construction opportunities with other
top clients. There are many initiatives that are currently

I have been fortunate to have the opportunity to spend my career

underway, the largest being our ISO implementation which will

working for the Murphy Group within the pipeline sector both in the UK

result in Surerus Pipeline Inc. and Surerus Murphy JV becoming

and overseas. Twenty-three years ago I started as a pipeline testing

the first pipeline contractors in Canada to achieve this

engineer

certification.

engineer, construction manager of large diameter pipelines, and

and

have

held

various

positions

including

field

Director of Process, Energy and Pipelines.
I would like to welcome all of our new personnel in Fort St. John,
Calgary, Gibbons and on the line to the Surerus family, and I look

I am looking forward to the challenges and successes that pipelines in

forward to watching our teams work professionally while

Canada have to offer. To everybody that I have already met, thank you

maintaining

for your warm welcome, and to those who I have

the

highest

levels

of

safety,

quality

and

communication throughout 2016.

yet to meet, I look forward to catching up on a

Brian Surerus, President

project in the near future.

Mick Fitzpatrick,
President, Surerus Murphy Joint Venture

Fort St. John: 250.785.2423

Calgary: 403.930.1358

www.surerus.com

www.surerus-murphy.com
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TRAINING &
DEVELOPMENT

HEALTH & SAFETY

MAJOR
ACHIEVEMENTS

In 2015, the Safety Team, along with

program follows the CEPA initiative on

members of each Project Management

mentoring new workers.

Team, put a strong focus on training and

Further improvements were also made to

The Training & Development Team focused

communication. They started the year by

on

Foreman

hosting their annual “Surerus Safety

Competency Development Program. This

Summit” in Edmonton, AB. All members

program

and

of the Safety Team as well as Project

communication workshops for Pembina RFS

Managers, Superintendents, and other

Through

and Cenovus’ front line leadership. Eighteen

Senior Managers attended the 3 day

continuously adapting to new standards

participants were put through the Merit

event.

some

within the industry, Surerus and SMJV

Supervisor

initiatives and key focus areas for the

aim to build a positive relationship with all

year. Following the Safety Summit, the

their clients, contractors and members of

Safety Team continued its focus on

the community in 2016.

integrating

their

new

delivered

Training

coaching

Program

in

a

compressed 1.5 week class.
Another initiative put forth this past year was
revamping the Equipment Spotter Training
Program. An eLearning course was built for
theoretical and instructive guidance on how
to use this program including a field

The

session

outlined

practices to ensure a successful year in
2015 and beyond.
education,

training

and

education by working with the Training
and

Management

Surerus’

first

Teams

Foreman

to

host

Leadership

Training Seminar in June.
Project leaders participated in the Merit

evaluation.

the Safety policies, procedures and

2015 SAFETY
STATISTICS

Supervisory Training Program in late

2016 OUTLOOK

November, which marked the first group

Top priorities for the upcoming year are to

of Surerus Supervisors to complete this

develop a simple and effective Competency

Certified Supervisory Training Program.

Management System to ensure competency
throughout the organization, this includes
the development of an engaging Onboarding
Program, which will be launched in March
2016.

Fort St. John: 250.785.2423

Another initiative put forward was a fully
functioning “Green Hand Program”. This

TOTAL HOURS: 742,196
LOST TIME INCIDENTS: 0

was developed and implemented to
ensure

competency

of

new

and

TRIF: 1.08

transferred workers. The “Green Hand”

Calgary: 403.930.1358

www.surerus.com

www.surerus-murphy.com
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ENVIRONMENT
2015 HIGHLIGHTS
The focus of the Environment team in 2015
was

developing

and

improving

the

Environmental Management System.
One of the main goals was working towards
International Standards Organization (ISO)
14001

compliance,

leading

to

ISO

certification by the summer of 2016.
Part of this review was standardization of all

ENVIRONMENTAL FIELD MANUAL

environmental forms and creation of an

The Environmental Field Manual is designed to be an effective reference tool for use

environmental document library.

in the field and during pre-planning to ensure environmental mitigation efforts are not

Another key goal was to build a trained and
comprehensive

environmental

team

to

maintain and manage upcoming projects and
growth. Part of this goal included the
introduction of the Environmental Field
Supervisor position which was filled by Brian
O’Connell. Brian is an experienced and
certified

ISO

auditor

and

his

primary

overlooked.
Surerus will introduce both a Corporate Waste Management System and
Environmental Field Manual in 2016.
Surerus Pipeline and SMJV are committed to being stewards of the environment.
Efforts through 2015 have reaffirmed their position as leaders in environmental
excellence and innovation. They would like to thank all of you for sharing in the
companies’ vision of ever improving environmental excellence and for embracing and
valuing the environment in their work culture.

objectives will be to ensure consistency in the
quality of environmental services across all

WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

projects, assist with audits, and to identify
required actions to maintain regulatory and

The Waste Management System describes

ISO conformance.

the procedures to safely acquire, transport,
handle, use, recycle and dispose of products

2016 OUTLOOK
Improving

both

written

in compliance with provincial and federal
and

verbal

requirements.

communication remains a high priority within
The Environmental Department. An updated
corporate Spill Response Plan is rolling out in
2016 and will provide specific spill reporting
criteria for each of the provinces crew’s work
in. Expect to receive more details and
awareness on spill response during future

QUALITY
One of the goals of Surerus and SMJV in 2015 was to commence the process to
achieve ISO 9001 (quality) certification.

project onboarding and orientations. Surerus

We are well on the way to achieving this goal with the review and update of existing

is also working on several short training

procedures and forms and drafting of new documents. The initial pre-certification audit

videos relating to the environment to help

is scheduled for March 8-10th 2016 and the actual certification planned for June/July

assist crews in the field.

2016 for both quality and environment (14001). The certification for H&S (45001) will
take place late 2016. The pre-certification audit will be office based to review the
management system. The main audit in June/July will cover both office and site with
the auditors checking compliance to procedure and ISO requirements.

Fort St. John: 250.785.2423

Calgary: 403.930.1358

www.surerus.com

www.surerus-murphy.com
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ABORIGINAL ENGAGEMENT
increased focus with successes being

through the Aboriginal Engagement team

noticed,

of Stewart Cameron and Dennis Weeks,

and

appreciated,

by

both

Aboriginal leaders and Surerus’ clients.
After

reviewing

weaknesses

the
of

strengths
the

which will continue to evolve in order to

and

Aboriginal

Engagement efforts, it was determined

accommodate the growth of Surerus
Pipeline Inc. and Surerus Murphy JV
throughout Western Canada.

that an Aboriginal Relations Policy was
Stewart Cameron,
Senior Aboriginal Liaison

required. The formalization of Surerus’
Aboriginal Engagement Policy occurred in

As a small pipeline contractor based in Fort

2011, along with a documentation process

St. John in the 1970s and 1980s, growth

that led to the creation of the current

was dependent on a strong connection to

Aboriginal Engagement Plan. Successes

local communities in the Peace River

from these initiatives continue today, and

Region. These communities have always

the

included local First Nations, with Surerus

experienced

providing

remains at the forefront.

ongoing

opportunities

for

project
both

based

workers

job
and

primary

goal

of

building

Aboriginal

an

workforce

Surerus is proud to continue to work with

contractors.

more than thirty Aboriginal communities

As First Nations and clients matured their

from

engagement processes, the need to hire a

Saskatchewan

dedicated Aboriginal Relations professional

mandate goes beyond hiring Aboriginal

was identified. In 2006, Sean Surerus

workers within specific project footprints.

engaged Stewart Cameron, a former Chief

There is a vision which includes an

Circa 1991 Stewart Cameron along with

of Saulteau First Nations and Tribal Chief of

Aboriginal workforce that is mobile and

community

Treaty 8 Tribal Association.

not bound to working on traditional lands

participating

and Treaty territories. The success of the

association event. Stewart’s early political

program is continually benchmarked with

involvement within his community helped

an approach based on honesty and

shape the future of shared economic

transparency, ensuring that First Nations

benefit and protection of traditional First

themselves are able to gauge Surerus’

Nation lands within North Eastern British

program and provide feedback, allowing

Columbia.

With Stewart’s experience and Sean’s
vision, the two worked closely to develop a
custom tailored approach to Aboriginal
Engagement with the primary goal of
providing

work

opportunities

to

more

Aboriginal workers in the pipeline industry.
There were many positive results from this

Fort St. John: 250.785.2423

for

British

continual

Columbia,
and

Alberta,

Manitoba.

process

The

leaders
in

a

from
Treaty

NE
8

BC
Tribal

improvement.

Progressive relationships are maintained

Calgary: 403.930.1358

www.surerus.com

www.surerus-murphy.com
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PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
SPECTRA

CENOVUS

RELIABILITY AND
MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM

CHRISTINA LAKE RD1
Surerus has been contracted by Cenovus Energy to install approximately 27km of dual NPS
16 pipelines (blowdown and produced regen waste water) at their Christina Lake facility near

Surerus and SMJV have been awarded
two construction packages of Spectra
Energy’s Reliability and Maintenance
(RAM)

program.

component

The

will

consist

T-South
of

the

installation of crossover assemblies,
NPS

30

and

replacements

NPS
and

36

Conklin, AB. As a considerable portion of the project will be constructed through wet areas
and muskeg, winter construction is required to take advantage of frozen conditions. The pipe
wall thickness is 17.48mm which led to the use of semi-automatic welding processes on the
project as well as automated FBE coating. Both automated welding and coating procedures
have produced high quality and consistent results. Construction commenced in November
2015 and final tie-ins are scheduled for March 2016.

pipeline

various

other

PEMBINA

2016 OUTLOOK

will commence in April and continue into

RFS TO NAMAO

Surerus is scheduled to commence

the late fall of this year.

Surerus completed Pembina’s RFS to Namao

Pembina Pipelines’ Fox Creek to Namao

will

Pipeline Project in November 2015. The

Pipeline Project. This work scope consists

commence in May, and be completed in

project consisted of approximately 30km of

of approximately 135km of NPS 16 and

October, with crews working in the Pine

NPS 16 and NPS 24 steel pipelines in a

NPS 24 pipelines in a common trench.

Pass installing new NPS 30 and NPS

common ditch, the fabrication and installation

Spread 1 is east of Fox Creek, AB and

36

upgrades near Merritt, BC. This work

The

second

work

package

construction on Spreads 1 and 4 of

assemblies

and

of three riser sites, a significant open cut

Spread 4 is west of Namao, AB. Work is

upgrades.

Both

crossing of the Sturgeon River and over 120

scheduled

programs must be finished within strict

road, railway and foreign facility crossings.

regulatory approval in the late spring of

timeframes that are coordinated with

The

this year with construction continuing

Spectra’s planned line outages.

successfully with Pembina’s inspection group

through April 2017.

to complete the project with exceptional

Construction is targeted to commence in

safety, environmental and quality records,

the summer of 2016 on Spectra Energy’s

along with completing the work on schedule

High Pine Pipeline Expansion Project.

and on budget.

This project will be completed by SMJV

crossover

completing

valve

Surerus

construction

team

worked

to

commence

following

and consists of approximately 39km of
NPS 42 steel pipe in very challenging
mountainous terrain in northeastern BC.

ENBRIDGE

Final scheduling will be completed in

Edmonton to Hardisty

the

Spread 1 of the Edmonton to Hardisty Project was awarded in 2014 under an existing

anticipated to be received by April 2016.

conjunction with regulatory approval from
National

Energy

Board

that

is

Frame Agreement between Enbridge and Surerus. The project consisted of the
installation of 37km of NPS 36 steel pipe following the same right-of-way as the
previously completed Line 2 Replacement Project.
Mainline construction began July 2014 and was completed January 2015. Cleanup
activities began in late June 2015 and were completed in October 2015.

Fort St. John: 250.785.2423

Calgary: 403.930.1358

www.surerus.com

www.surerus-murphy.com
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IN THE COMMUNITY
Surerus and SMJV launched their “Fall into
Giving” campaign in the last quarter of 2015
which focused on two or more monthly
initiatives to help those in need and give
back to the community.

NOVEMBER

“FALL INTO GIVING” CAMPAIGN
OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

8

7

2

CGY: 50/50 draw, all
proceeds went to the Calgary
Food Bank

31

CGY: Last day of the
month long food drive
competition; all proceeds
went to the Calgary Food
Bank

Surerus donates
$16,000 to the Town of
Gibbons for their skate park
project

20

FSJ: Employees raise
food donations for the
Salvation Army

25

CGY: Employees
volunteer at CUPS
completing over 200 wreaths

GIBBONS SKATE PARK
DONATION
On

November

7,

2015,

DECEMBER

project

Superintendent Nathan Pysar along with
pilot truck driver and fundraising coordinator
Derek Pickford, presented a cheque for
$16,000 to the Town of Gibbons to help fund
their new skate park project.

Pipelines,

The great Jackie Robinson stated “A life is
not important except for its impact it has on

Calgary Food Bank, and organized a

other lives”.

month long clothing drive where proceeds

Our people take it upon themselves to

were donated to the Women in Need

become leaders within the communities

Society.

they live and work. The Surerus Group
along with our partners from J. Murphy and
Sons, are proud to be able to follow their
lead and become involved with local
organizations and charitable events. In

construction was able to proceed as

these challenging economic times we must

planned.

focus

event was the donation of two large crates
of non-perishable food items that were
provided by employees for the Salvation

that

we

remain

ahead of us. We will continue to support

distributed
various groups
in the region.
and
GrizzlytoEquipment
participated
in the

hauling a 572 sideboom. The highlight of the

ensuring

are fortunate to have a secure workload

Surerus’
RFS to
and
On
November
20,Namao
2015, project
Surerusteam
Pipeline

forwarder along with a Kenworth truck

on

competitive, and compassionate, as we

SANTA
CLAUS
PARADE
In total, more
than $40,000
was raised by

They entered a highly decorated TimberPro

CGY: Last day of month
long clothing drive, all donations
went to the Women in need
Society

Rosedale Hospice House in Calgary, the

the

annual Santa Claus Parade in Fort St. John.

22

employees volunteered their time at the

help from local organizations including
Pembina

CGY: Employees
volunteer at The Calgary Food
Bank

As the campaign came to an end, Surerus

exceeded the original budget by 10%. With

and

9

SUPPORTING EACH
OTHER

Due to unexpected costs, the project

Surerus

CGY: Employees
volunteer at the Rosedale
Hospice House

our communities and provide opportunities
We trust you found the latest issue of the
Write of Way informative and interesting.

for our people to actively participate in
important initiatives that improve the lives

If you have any feedback, comments or story
inspiration, please contact us or submit your
news to:
Shay Jacobson
E: shay.jacobson@surerus.com
P: 587.349.9215

Army.

of others.
Trent Fequet,
Managing Director, Surerus Pipeline Inc.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Surerus Pipeline Inc.
Surerus Murphy JV

Fort St. John: 250.785.2423

Calgary: 403.930.1358

www.surerus.com
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